
News and Research
NSE Perform news searches
NRR Display news rankings
RSE Research search engine
TOP Top BLOOMBERG NEWS® stories
NI COR Corporate bonds news
MNI COR Most read corporate bonds news
AV Search for multimedia broadcasts
CN Company news and research

Market Monitors
WB Analyze and compare world bond markets
WBF Monitor world bond futures
WDCI Credit-related losses and capital infusions
CMW Credit market watch charts
CRS Consumer rate spreads
ILBA Inflation indicator
ILBE Inflation break evens
ILB Inflation-linked bonds
GCDS CDS sector graph
FFIP Display implied FED funds rate probability
MAPD Map debt
EVTS Corporate events calendar
CACT Corporate actions calendar
MARS Municipal auction rate calendar
TARP Troubled Assets Relief Program
TLG Temporary liquidity guarantee
NIM Monitor new bond and equity offerings
TRAC TRACE-reported corporate trade data
NABI NASD-Bloomberg indices & stats
USSW Monitor various economic data
WBI Monitor inflation-linked bonds
CBQ Market summary by country
BTMM Treasury and money markets monitors
GGR Global generic government rates
WIRP World interest rate implied probability

Statistics and Surveys
WECO World economic calendar menu
ESNP Global economic statistics summaries
WE Key worldwide economic data
EVNT Global economic events calendar
ECFC Economic forecasts/indicators
ECST World economic statistics
BYFC Bond yield forecasts
LEAG Underwriter tables
LALT Legal advisor rankings

Searches
SRCH Search Bloomberg's fixed income database
SRCM Access a menu of search functions
PHDC Portfolio holdings search
RATC Ratings changes
EQS Custom equity searches
FSRC Custom fund searches

Curve Analysis
*CURVE Search for corporate curves
BFVC Analyze fair market curves
FWCV Analyze historical & custom forward rates
HSA Display historical spread analysis
FWCM Matrix of forward swap rates and spreads

Electronic Trading
FIT Navigate the fixed income markets
VCON Voice confirmation blotter
IMGR Inventory manager for Fixed Income ET

(FIET)
RUNS Create and send custom run sheets

Fixed Income Corporates
Press after each command to run the function

* Denotes a single-security function
** Denotes a multiple-security function



Charting & Technicals
*GIP Graph intraday prices
*GP Graph price
*GY Graph historical closing yields
*GPO Historical charts
G Create and maintain customized charts
*GEG Access a menu of sample technical charts
**HS Graph historical price spread and ratio
MGIP Multiple security graphs
HMSM Custom 4-in-1 graphs

Issuer Analysis
*CAST Display a selected company's liabilities
*DDIS Display a company's debt maturity profile
*AGGD Aggregated bondholders
*ISSD Analyze issuer's financials operations
*RSKC Snapshot of company risk data
*RELS Display all related securities
*CRPR Current/historical credit ratings
*FA Financial analysis
*CF Search company filings
*CACS Corporate actions
*MGMT Top executives and board members
*GV Graph volatility

Bond Analysis
*DES Fundamental background and financial

information
*ALLQ Monitor contributor price sources
*COMB Comparative bond spreads
*HDS Equity holders historical search
*COV Covenant/default information
*ASW Calculate relative value of asset swaps
CRVD Relative value of an issuer's bonds/CDS
*VCDS Bond valuation from credit default spreads
*CSHF Bond payment schedule
*COC Analyze cost of carry
*RV Perform customized peer group analysis
*TED Calculate Euro-future strip hedge scenarios
*PPCR Create securities for pricing and valuation
*BVAL Snapshot of Bloomberg Valuation

Valuation
*YA Calculate yield analysis
*YAS Calculate bond prices based on yield curve
*OAS1 Analyze option adjusted spread analysis
*YASN Yield analysis for structured notes
OVCV Convertible bond valuation
OVSN Create and price structured notes
*CDSW Credit default swaps valuation
*FYH Futures hedging
PCS Set proprietary pricing provider defaults

Essentials
BLP Build custom monitors in Launchpad
BBXL Bloomberg calculations in Microsoft® Excel
PDF Set personal defaults
BU BLOOMBERG UNIVERSITY®
EASY Learn ease-of-use tips and shortcuts
MSGM Access a menu of message functions
WRAP What's New on Bloomberg
IB Learn about Instant Bloomberg messaging
ANY Access your BLOOMBERG from the web
NIM99 New Issues contact information
BERRY Bloomberg on your Blackberry®
CPIN ISO country/currency codes

Fixed Income Corporates
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** Denotes a multiple-security function


